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Environmentally 

good for the ground 

as the prunings stay 

in the orchard or 

vineyard and break 

down to add humus 

to the soil rather 

than removing and 

burning them. 

 
 

 

Perfect Pulveriser Model BG2 
Shown with optional brush sweep 
Due to the low height, compact and heavy duty construction these 

Perfect BG2 pulverisers are the first choice for chopping orchard and 

vineyard prunings up to 10 cm (4”) diameter. 

They are fitted with a parallelogram offset feature as standard which 

can be hydraulically operated as an option. The low profile of 51cm 

allows overhanging branches or laterals to slide over the contoured 

frame. The flail rotor bearings are mounted inside the frame, which 

means that the ratio of cutting width to overall width is maximised. 

The gearbox has spiral cut gears for quiet and efficient power 

transfer. The V-belt drive has a spring-loaded automatic belt 

tensioned which assures the indirect flexible drive provides 

maximum security and requires minimum maintenance. A full width 

rear roller with conical ends and skids at both sides provides 

excellent stability and easy handling. 

Constant updating of production techniques has resulted in greater 

operating efficiency of this model. All parts are recyclable but with 

an average life expectancy of over 10 years for the main frame 

subject to use. 

 

 

Perfect mowers, 

pulverisers and brush 

sweeps are renowned for 

their build quality, 

durability and long life. 

Van Wamel in Holland 

have been designing and 

manufacturing machines 

since the 1960’s so have 

learnt a lot about what 

fruit or vine growers 

require. 

 

 

 

 

Model 
BK2 has optional rakes 

 
BK2-105 

BG2-120 
BK2-120 

BG2-135 
BK2-135 

BG2-150 
BK2-150 

BG2-180 
BK2-180 

BG2-210 
BK2-210 

Cutting width (cm/ft) 105/3' 5" 120/3' 11" 135/4' 5" 150/4' 11'' 180/5' 11" 210/6' 11" 

Number of flails 
(2,2kg/5lbs) 6 8 8 9 12 12 

Total width cm/inch 125/4’1’’ 142/4’8’’ 155/5’1’’ 170/5’7’’ 200/6’7’’ 230/7’7’’ 

 


